Essential for Party to Win, Hays Insists

Republican Chairman, in Letter, Urges Importance of Entire Country of Success 'in Jersey

No Time for Little Things, He Declares

This Nation a Republic, and Not a Bolshevik Monopoly, He Says

BERLIN, Oct. 12—For the Announced Democratic Party's Nomination Case for President, in the Person of Gov. Alfred M. Landon, that the Republican party, not a national organization, but a national party, is made up of the various state organizations, which, he declares, constitute a greater power than the national organization. He adds that the Republican party is made up of the various state organizations, which, he declares, constitute a greater power than the national organization. He adds that the Republican party is made up of the various state organizations, which, he declares, constitute a greater power than the national organization. He adds that the Republican party is made up of the various state organizations, which, he declares, constitute a greater power than the national organization.

Extra Fare on B. R. T. Lines to Start Next Week

Political Effect on Moran's Race for President of Adams Feared by Tammany; May Seek Delay

The movement to increase fares on the B. R. T. lines will begin next Tuesday, November 12. The fare on the B. R. T. lines will be increased from 50 cents to 60 cents on the 50-cent fare, and from 75 cents to 90 cents on the 75-cent fare. The fare on the B. R. T. lines will be increased from 50 cents to 60 cents on the 50-cent fare, and from 75 cents to 90 cents on the 75-cent fare. The fare on the B. R. T. lines will be increased from 50 cents to 60 cents on the 50-cent fare, and from 75 cents to 90 cents on the 75-cent fare. The fare on the B. R. T. lines will be increased from 50 cents to 60 cents on the 50-cent fare, and from 75 cents to 90 cents on the 75-cent fare.

British Launch National Drive To Push League

Leading Men of England Join Movement to Increase Adoption of Paris Covenant; King Sends Message

The British government has launched a national drive to increase the adoption of the Paris Covenant. Leading men in England have joined the movement, and the King has sent a message of support. The British government has launched a national drive to increase the adoption of the Paris Covenant. Leading men in England have joined the movement, and the King has sent a message of support. The British government has launched a national drive to increase the adoption of the Paris Covenant. Leading men in England have joined the movement, and the King has sent a message of support. The British government has launched a national drive to increase the adoption of the Paris Covenant. Leading men in England have joined the movement, and the King has sent a message of support.

British Socialists Vote To Ally With Bolsheviks

Decide by Overwhelming Majority to Join Unionization Drive Against Wing

The British Socialists have voted to ally with the Bolsheviks in the unionization drive against the Labour Wing. The decision was taken by an overwhelming majority, and the Labour Wing will be opposed in the drive. The British Socialists have voted to ally with the Bolsheviks in the unionization drive against the Labour Wing. The decision was taken by an overwhelming majority, and the Labour Wing will be opposed in the drive. The British Socialists have voted to ally with the Bolsheviks in the unionization drive against the Labour Wing. The decision was taken by an overwhelming majority, and the Labour Wing will be opposed in the drive. The British Socialists have voted to ally with the Bolsheviks in the unionization drive against the Labour Wing. The decision was taken by an overwhelming majority, and the Labour Wing will be opposed in the drive.